Attachment D – Advocacy
The following is the most recently approved list of advocacy for the Waitematā local board,
adopted in December 2016 as part of the annual plan process.

Initiative

Description

Advocating to

Auckland Council should be more actively building or
Governing Body
enabling others to be providing affordable and fully
accessible housing meeting universal design criteria on its
Ensure Auckland
own land, including building more intensified affordable
Council actively
housing on its existing and new pensioner housing
builds or enables
complexes. Council should also prioritise, support and
others to provide
partner affordable housing to be provided by iwi and by
affordable housing community housing associations and providers through
through appropriate advice, bonds, guaranteeing loans, and resource and
mechanisms and
building consents
tools
Affordable
Housing

Housing solution
for homeless
people
Deliver short term
housing solutions
for homeless people
Pt Erin Pool
Redevelopment
Initiative
Prioritise Pt Erin
Pool for
redevelopment
according to the
recommendations
endorsed by the
Waitematā Local
Board in 2013 in
relation to two
potential
development
concepts
Minimise
Agrichemical Use
Initiative
Secure a budget to
provide as a base
level service the
costs of minimising
or eliminating when
possible the use of
agrichemicals in
accordance with the
Council’s Weed
Management Policy

To provide immediate assistance to homeless people to
ensure they have a shelter in the short term. The Liston
House Project is a good start in the right direction, but
more space needs to be made available.

Governing Body

Pt Erin Pool is an aging and tired facility in need of a major Governing Body
redevelopment. The two options endorsed by the
Waitematā Local Board seek to retain the special
character of Pt Erin Pool, increase local use and
undertake comprehensive improvements to provide a
wider range of aquatic activities.

The Governing Body needs to allocate funds to conduct
extensive non-chemical weed control in parks, open
spaces and the road corridor. As part of the 2017 Parks
and Building Maintenance Contracts, Auckland Council
should include progressive reduction of chemical pest
control on an annual basis.

Governing Body
Auckland Transport
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